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Yeoman Warder Ravenmaster Chris Skaife poses for a portrait at the Tower of London in
central London. — AFP photos

Yeoman Warder Ravenmaster Chris Skaife poses with a raven at the
Tower of London.

Chris Skaife Yeoman Warder Ravenmaster prepares food
for the ravens.

A man walks past Tower of London in central London. Ravens roam in the grounds after being fed. A raven perches in a cage at the Tower of London.

A visitor waits to enter Tower of London.

Ravens roam in the grounds after being fed.

Row in Hungary
around children’s
book fuels fears of
rising homophobia

Boldizsar Nagy hoped that the tales in the chil-
dren’s book “Wonderland Is For Everyone”
would help youngsters to learn to accept

minorities and fight social ostracism. Instead, it has
caused a stir in Hungarian politics, with the far-
right and the ruling nationalist government labeling
it “homosexual propaganda” that should be
banned from schools. More than 1,200 psycholo-
gists have since signed a petition in defense of the
book, which was edited by Nagy. The tales include
stories about Tivadar, a bunny born with three
ears, an adopted boy, and Batbajan, a Roma boy,
who is hated by his step-mother for his skin color
but finds love when he meets Zeke, a fair-haired
boy. Only a few of the 17 stories that teach accept-
ance towards people who are in some way “differ-
ent”, are about LGBT+ heroes. Nagy, 37, who is
gay and has Roma roots, says the backlash sig-
nals a rise in official intolerance of LGBT+ people
and fits into the government’s political agenda.

“It is unbecoming that a children’s book is used
for inciting hatred...or political gains,” he said.
“Looking at what happened in Poland or Russia, it
does not bode well for the future. We are con-
cerned.” Russia in 2013 passed a law banning the
distribution of “propaganda of non-traditional sexu-
al relationships” to minors. Prime Minister Viktor
Orban’s government, which faces elections in early
2022 and promotes a strongly Christian-conserva-
tive agenda, has so far refrained from strong
attacks on the LGBT+ community, unlike Poland,
where homophobia has been part of the ruling PiS
party’s ideology. This appears to be changing now.

Orban, who faces the biggest challenge of his
decade-long rule due to the coronavirus pandemic
and a deep recession, told state radio that
Hungary was a tolerant country when it comes to
homosexuality, but “there is a red line that should
not be crossed ... leave our children alone.” In a
speech over the weekend, he returned to the
issue. “There is a growing debate around us, a
struggle almost at daggers drawn, about the future
of our children. What influences should they be
under?...How should they relate to their families, to
Hungarian identity, and even to the sex they have

been born into?” A government spokesman
declined to say if the government was planning
any legal changes. In a reply to Reuters questions
he said: “We have said all we wanted with relation
to this issue.”

Living with stigma
The book sold out fast after a lawmaker from the

far-right Our Homeland party tore a copy apart and
shredded it at a news conference. On Friday, a
new edition came out in print. Several actors have
volunteered to take part in a podcast, and the sup-
port they received was encouraging, Nagy said.
But a widening divide in society around the issue
could make lives of LGBT+ people harder, he said.
“It takes years for everyone to accept their identity
which is a stigma in Hungary...especially if you
grow up in the countryside or in a religious family,”
he said.

“This book was a little bit also self-therapy for
me.” Nagy came out when he was 30 and he was
able to openly talk about being gay at work. Living
in a stable relationship for six years, he and his
partner want to adopt a child. This is only possible
in Hungary for gay couples if one of them applies
as a single person as Hungary does not allow gay
marriage.

Having been on the waiting list for two years,
they had high hopes. These were dampened on
Oct 5 when the government tweaked legislation,
saying that for each child, a married couple should
first be searched nationwide. The civil law already
says married couples should enjoy priority in adop-
tion. “We thought we would have a child by
Christmas...theoretically single people and gay
people can still adopt a child, but this will be a
much longer process,” Nagy said. — Reuters

Recent weeks have seen the already painful
situation facing live performance in the
United States grow increasingly dire, with

major companies along with Broadway somberly
scrapping hope to re-open before next summer
and scrambling to find ways to stay in the public
eye. New York’s Metropolitan Opera was the first
top outfit to cancel its entire 2020-21 season over
the coronavirus pandemic, followed by the highly
bankable Broadway theater district and the city’s
famed Philharmonic symphony.  Across the nation
company directors are facing similar decisions,
with the Boston Symphony Orchestra following the
lead of its New York neighbors.

Elsewhere many organizations are still aiming to
open in January as they pilot ways to stay fresh
and avoid fall ing into the red-but the future
appears grim. Many companies have already bud-
geted for a season sans spectators in a country
where the coronavirus caseload continues to add
about 40,000 new infections daily. Seattle antici-
pates a loss of $6 million in revenue, as New York’s
Phil estimates to lose $20 mill ion and the
Philadelphia Orchestra more than $25 million. “I
always have hope, but I think it is going to be very
unlikely we’re going to do anything in front of live
audiences anytime soon,” said Matias
Tarnopolsky, the director in Philadelphia. The pan-
demic has forced layoffs, furloughs and pay cuts
across the performing arts, as organizations
including the Phil and the Met are bargaining with
unions to adapt musicians’ contracts to the finan-
cial challenges of the moment.

Government subsidies are not the norm for
American orchestras and operas, which rely on
donations and wealthy patrons, and to a smaller
extent ticket sales, to pay bills and keep endow-
ments robust. “If the fundraising holds we should
be able to make it to the summer, but we still have
a very large fundraising goal,” said Kristina Murti,
the Seattle Opera’s communications head. “It’s
always stressful to raise a lot of money,” she said,
especially in an already gloomy economy.

Join the circus 
But companies have by no means given up on

offering content, most of it virtual, some of it free
and all of it breaking new ground. The Atlanta
Opera-which months ago cancelled its 2019-20
season and postponed the following performance
slate by a full year-has devised a unique fall series
that will see live performances of “Pagliacci” and

“The Kaiser of Atlantis” under a circus tent on a
baseball field starting October 22. Tickets in the
southern city will be sold as four-person socially
distanced “pods,” welcoming up to 240 people per
show. Singers will perform behind plexiglass or
wear face coverings, and all patrons must wear
masks and get temperature checks.

Tomer Zvulun, the Atlanta Opera’s general and
artistic director, said the company has already sold
nearly $100,000 in tickets. But he emphasized the
move was less about money-in April the company
slashed its $10 million budget by 34 percent and
like everyone else, anticipates losses-and more
about adapting their art to a society in distress. “As
artists we are nimble enough, we are desperate
enough, we are committed enough to find a way to
do what we do best and connect with a communi-
ty.” “We all are very grateful for those handheld
devices and TVs, but there is no replacement for
live performance.”

‘Waiting for a miracle’ 
The Phil meanwhile launched an outdoor

“Bandwagon” series, with small ensembles playing
on city street corners, as the Los Angeles Opera
showcased its singers lulling their own children to
sleep with bedtime songs. Tarnopolsky sees silver
linings in the struggle, saying virtual content addi-
tions “are changes that will last far beyond the cur-
rent pandemic and be part of the orchestra’s offer-
ing forever.” Still, fewer shows and reduced
rehearsals has been tough on musicians them-
selves, who are grappling with salary cuts and lim-
ited modes to cultivate their art. “I have a lot of
concern about musicians leaving the field because
the situation is so difficult,” said Simon Woods, who
heads the League of American Orchestras, which
represents some 700 organizations.

Maxim Moston-a violinist who regularly per-
formed on Broadway, most recently for the musical
“Moulin Rouge”-is worried about New York’s future
as an artistic nerve center. “People can’t afford to
pay New York City rents while sitting around and
waiting for it to be safe for them to practice their
professions and their passions,” he said. His family
owns their apartment which provides some relief-
but at a certain point enough might prove enough.
“I think that many of us, myself included, haven’t
truly faced that reality yet,” Moston said.  “I’m hang-
ing on, waiting for a miracle to come.”— AFP

“Wonderland is for everyone” is pictured at a bookstore in
Budapest.—Reuters

Chris Skaife has one of the most important
jobs in Britain. As Yeoman Warder
Ravenmaster at the Tower of London, he is

responsible for the country’s most famous birds.
According to legend firmly rooted in Britain’s col-
lective imagination, if all the ravens were to leave
the Tower, the kingdom would collapse and the
country be plunged into chaos. Coronavirus lock-
down restrictions saw tourist attractions across the
country close their doors, including the imposing
1,000-year-old royal fortress on the banks of the
River Thames. That left Skaife with an unprece-
dented challenge of how to entertain the celebrat-
ed avian residents, who suddenly found them-
selves with no one to play with-or rob food from. It
also raised fears the birds-known as the guardians
of the Tower-would fly away to try to find tasty
morsels elsewhere, and worse still, risk the legend
coming to pass.

Royal decree 
There are eight ravens in captivity in the Tower

of London: Merlina, Poppy, Erin, Jubilee, Rocky,
Harris, Gripp and George. A royal decree, purport-
edly issued in the 17th century, stated there must
be six on site at any one time but Skaife said he
keeps two as “spares”, “just in case”. They are free
to roam the grounds but to prevent them from fly-
ing too far, their wings are trimmed back slightly.

Back in March when lockdown began, Skaife-who
is in his 50s and a retired staff sergeant and former
drum major in the Princess of Wales’s Royal
Regiment-was furloughed. But he still came to work
to look after his majestic feathered charges, rotat-
ing feeding and caring duties with his three assis-
tants. “During that period of time, the ravens didn’t
actually see anybody,” he told AFP.

“There were slight changes that I noticed. For
instance, I had to keep them occupied without the
public being there (and) there were less things for
them to do. “So I gave them enrichment toys that
would help them enjoy their day.” With no people
around, he put balloons, ladders and even mirrors
in their cages to keep them entertained, and hid
food around the Tower grounds for them to find.

Slim pickings 
Breakfast time involves Skaife, in the distinctive

black and red uniform of the “Beefeaters”, distrib-
uting a meal of chicks and mice, which the ravens
cheerfully devour. Skaife’s favorite is Merlina, he
reveals with a smile. She has become an internet
favorite from his frequent posts and videos of her
on his Instagram and Twitter accounts, which have
more than 120,000 followers. Once feeding time is
over, he opens the cages on the south lawn to
allow them to stretch their wings. The Tower
reopened its doors on July 10 but the pandemic

has had a devastating effect on visitor numbers.
Some 60,000 people visited the Tower every week
in October 2019 but it is now only 6,000, according
to Historic Royal Palaces, which manages the site.
During the three-month national lockdown, Skaife
said the ravens were given more freedom to
explore other parts of the Tower. But to be doubly
sure they didn’t fly off completely, their wings were
clipped back further.

Caged confinement 
The birds are now kept in their cages more often

to make sure they eat enough, as there are slim
pickings from the Tower’s rubbish bins because of
the reduced footfall. “I don’t particularly like doing
it,” said Skaife. He says the ravens may be kept in
cages but the Tower is their real home. “So, I
would never want to keep a raven in an enclosure.”
Now, as life returns to a semblance of normality,
the ravens are re-adapting to seeing more humans
again and their old routine. Skaife has looked after
the ravens for the last 14 years, tending to their
needs out of clear affection but also out of a sense
of historic and patriotic duty. “Of course, we don’t
want the legend to come true,” he said.— AFP


